Names: Dorman


Dear Kim,

Here are the listings you requested. I have made a composite of the three reference pages, combining applicable information. You mention wanting parents names, etc., but did not specify whose parents. A census search for Angeline Flynn (1870) may give us her parents if they were in Brown County that year, or possibly the 1880. Same thing for Thomas Dorman, and Ary Houston. Also, you might consider contacting the Versailles Area Genealogical/Historical Society to see if they have archived any further information on this particular family. You can access them on our website (click on "helpful addresses"). You may be able to hire someone from their group to do obituary lookups, which would be invaluable for details on the family history. I'm not certain what they charge for that service.

I can do lookups from the microfilm for 1880 through 1920, but need plenty of info about place of residence (to narrow the search), and allow two weeks for response. It's usually quicker, but depends on demand.

I would also send for death certificates from the State of Illinois Vital Records Bureau for anyone who died in Illinois after from 1916 on. They are rather expensive and take about 6 weeks, but they are swamped with requests because Illinois is a migration state.

Another good site for checking Illinois marriages (not complete for each county, but very helpful!): http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/cgi-bin/archives/marriage.s

Let me know if you want census lookups, and if referencing the 1860 or 1870, please use the page numbers given in our indexes on the website. We don't have indexes online for the 1880-1920 at this time. The 1880 is in final transcription stages at this time.

Laurie Huffman

====
END



Cemeteries of Brown County, IL:
Mt. Sterling City Cemetery, pp. 214,238,250.

Thomas Dorman 1851-1927
Angeline Flynn, wife of Thomas Dorman 1864-1946
Ida E. Butler, dau of Thomas & Angeline Dorman 1886-? (no details given)
Mabel Dorman, dau of Thomas & Angeline Dorman 1893-1911
Francis Thomas Dorman, son of Thomas & Angeline 1875-1951
Ary Houston, wife of F.T. Dorman 1876-1943
Lillian Dorman, dau of FT & A.;wf of George Turner 19 May 1900-7 Feb             1930
George Turner 1899-1960

quiltmom@mchsi.com wrote:

Ken,

I just stumbled upon the Brown County website.  I am desperately looking for information about my father's family in Mt Sterling, as he knows nothing.  His mother died when he was a baby (1930).  In checking through your records I came across several familiar names.  Any information, including date of birth, death, place born, parents names, would be greatly appreciated.  I have listed the names with the page number from the website, and information I have found.

Francis M. Dorman  214     (DOB 1876? location ?, DOD 1951 Mt Sterling?)

Ary E. Dorman  214  (DOB 1876 or 8 location ?, DOD 1943 Mt Sterling?)

Lillian Dorman  238  (DOB 5/19/00, DOD 2/7/30 ?, location ?)

George Turner  238

William J. Turner  238  (DOB 1862?, DOD ?, locations unknown)

I will be so thankful if you can shed any light on my father's family history. 
Sincerely,
Kim (Turner) Andrews
Chanhassen, MN





